Welcome home to Citation by Century. With sophisticated and classic lines the Citation Collection offers the beauty of timeless design updated for today’s modern homes. Graceful design sensibilities are married with beautiful American walnut, the best time-honored craftsmanship and then enhanced with a rich soft hand rubbed finish. Soft pewter hardware, marble accents and stainless steel elements add modern touches and flare. Stylish yet refined, Citation invites you to come home, gather, relax, and live inspired.
Livable luxury

Create a bedroom you love to fall asleep in, and one you love to wake up to. Stunning Walnut wood grains expressed through a beautiful Brunette finish plays across the gentle, serpentine curves in the storage pieces and the bed’s sophisticated, high arched silhouette. Subtle, elegant pewter pulls reveal ample storage.
B1H-146 McALPINE WOOD PANEL BED - KING
B1H-223 FRASIER SERPENTINE NIGHTSTAND
B1H-205 FRASIER SERPENTINE DRESSER
Night and day

Relieve the stresses of your day in complete comfort. The environment you rest in should be one of function and beauty. Sweeping lines combine with soft upholstery to create a tranquil respite. The warm Brunette finish reflects the beauty of the Walnut veneers, adding a hint of drama and structure.

B1H-126 BASKIN UPHOLSTERED BED - KING
B1H-222 ANTONIA NIGHTSTAND
B1H-201 FRASIER SERPENTINE MASTER CHEST
3546 CORONADO CHAIR
Spacious beauty

We all need space. Keeping everything orderly and at hand is key to our busy lives. This dresser provides roomy soft-close drawers embraced in an exquisite Brunette finish and touchable elegant pewter finish tassel-shaped hardware.
Captivating bedside

Sometimes we need a little more storage and functionality for essentials by the bed. Solutions include our two drawer nightstand and three drawer nightstand—larger, yet still as handsome—expressive Walnut grains in a rich Brunette finish and simple polished pewter knobs or tassel pewter pulls to accent. Hidden USB power management on the back of cases provides convenient electronics charging.
Fine dining

Whether it’s a mid week meal or an extravagant holiday soirée, set a table you are proud of and take time to enjoy the ones you love. Clean lines, decorative veneers, sumptuously upholstered seating are the perfect backdrop for your toasts and conversations. Reclaim sitting down to the table as your time.

B1H-401 ADRIAN CREDENZA
B1H-301 MANNING RECTANGULAR DINING TABLE
B1H-532 MARTEN DINING ARM CHAIR
B1H-531 MARTEN DINING SIDE CHAIR
Gather around

Quality time with others often happens around a table—eating, chatting, playing cards or board games, etc. These dining elements invite you to spend time with family and friends. Energy flows in these fluid design lines. Sleek wood crowned upholstered dining chairs are as comfortable to sit in as they are to view. And why not enjoy your own special time, even if it’s just sitting down with a good book and a cup of coffee.

B1H-551 MIRA DINING CHAIR
B1H-306 SANFORD 64” ROUND DINING TABLE
Sleek opulence

Grandeur is visually expressed in the design of this handsome credenza. The gentle bow front, oversized gleaming pewter hardware, and exquisite Walnut veneers in the Brunette finish command your attention. Extensive storage options include a soft-close tray drawer and adjustable shelves.
Drama

Light plays subtly across the abstractly carved door fronts of this beautiful credenza, creating design waves that ripple in motion across the facade. Four doors open with touch latches to reveal abundant storage on adjustable shelving. Available as shown with contrasted Cameo finish on the doors and Brunette finish on the exterior case.
B1H-201 FRASIER SERPENTINE MASTER CHEST
B1H-532 MARTEN DINING ARM CHAIR

Spectacular spaciousness

What more could you ask for? This exquisite oversized Master Chest that beautifully exhibits natural Walnut graining is a focal point in any space. Effortlessly suspended Pewter tassel pulls are a perfect accent and provide flawless entry to store all things that need storing away.
Cherish the moments

Time enjoying a meal or a cup of coffee is one of life’s simple pleasures. And to do so in ultimate comfort means even more. Luxuriously upholstered seating with clean design lines and a beautifully wood-grained Walnut Brunette finish creates the perfect atmosphere for relaxation.
Any occasion
LTD5281-2 JOSIE SOFA
B1A-603 EVERETT COCKTAIL TABLE
LTD5279-6 LOGAN CHAIR
B1A-622 VANCE ACCENT TABLE
3546 CORONADO CHAIR
B1H-761 ACADIA WRITING DESK
B1H-551 MIRA DINING CHAIR
B1A-622 VANCE ACCENT TABLE
B1A-602 KIRKWOOD COCKTAIL TABLE
B1H-721M WARNER CONSOLE TABLE WITH STONE TOP
LTD5281 JOSIE SECTIONAL SERIES
LTD5284-6 CULLEN CHAIR (with Top Square P Arm)
3546 CORONADO CHAIR
Mixed media

Sophisticated, form-fitting, functional—every living area needs design that defines purpose of beauty and of use. Mixing materials—metal, stone, wood—creates just the right visual balance while defining the distinction between ordinary and extraordinary.
Form and function

Consoles play a vital role in any living area. They can be a place to put items you need as you go out the door or a place of display for special accessories or family photos. The architectural shapes of these consoles, combined with their beautiful details, ensures your home has both style and function.
Work life balance

Even furniture with function can emanate beauty and distinctiveness of purpose. Whether catching up on the days emails or writing thank you notes, a desk that is eye catching makes the tasks inviting. And why not stash away remotes, magazines, etcetera, in this striking two-toned sculpted front drawer chest, complete with hidden power management.

B1H-551 MIRA DINING CHAIR
B1H-761 ACADIA WRITING DESK
3546 CORONADO CHAIR
B1A- 603 EVERETT COCKTAIL TABLE
LTD5281 JOSIE SECTIONAL—
LTD5281-43 RAF Corner Sofa
LTD5281-52 LAF Sofa
LTD5284-6 CULLEN CHAIR
(with Top Square P Arm)
Live with what you love

Define style by your personal surroundings. Find joy in blending classic and modern lines, textures and materials. Most importantly, live in comfort. This sofa and chair are constructed to do just that. Select the fabric and finish to make it your own.

LTD5281-2 JOSIE SOFA
LTD5279-6 LOGAN CHAIR
B1A-603 EVERETT COCKTAIL TABLE
B1A-622 VANCE ACCENT TABLE
All within reach

The perfect space begins with comfort. Enjoy comfort with seating that is richly upholstered in resilient fabric that you select. Enjoy functionality and visual interest with tables that feature an interesting combination of Walnut or glass tops with sleek metal bases—or chests with carved drawer fronts and wood cases that can be crafted with finishes you choose.

B1H-5282-2 JOSIE SOFA
B1H-625 HARKIN PULL UP TABLE
B1A-603 EVERETT COCKTAIL TABLE
B1H-705 RUSSO DRAWER CHEST
LTD5284-8 CULLEN SWIVEL CHAIR
The choice is yours

Add interest to seating by choosing the arm's design. Not only can you choose fabric to suit your decor, but you decide which arm style too. Cullen Chairs have four options—a broad Top Square P Arm, a structural Nest Panel P Arm, clean lines of a Track Arm or a subtle curvilinear Scoop Arm.
Updated classic

The wing chair is a classic form. Our Roosevelt is an updated version of this wonderful form with sweeping track arms and a beautiful waterfall skirt detail.
LTDS280-6 ROOSEVELT WING CHAIR
B1H-146 McALPINE WOOD PANEL BED - KING
B1H-205 FRASIER SERPENTINE DRESSER
Any way you look at it

Our Coronado Chair is the perfect pull up chair offering a generous seat in a smaller slipper chair form. It works great in pairs for a living room and just as well as a place to light in a bedroom. Pretty coming and going, the Coronado checks all the boxes.

With a wide array of fabric textures and colors to choose from, selected especially for you, take your seating to the next level.
Bedroom

B1H-126 / B19-126
BASKIN UPHOLSTERED BED - KING
W 89.75  D 87  H 60.25
B1H- Fabric 71641L22  /  B19- Choose your fabric
B1H- Finish Brunette  /  B19- Choose Custom Finish
Also available
B1H-125 / B19-125  BASKIN UPHOLSTERED BED - QUEEN
W 74  D 87  H 58.75
B1H-127 / B19-127  BASKIN UPHOLSTERED BED - CAL KING
W 85  D 90.5  H 60.25
Poplar solids

B1H-146 / B19-146
McALPINE WOOD PANEL BED - KING
W 85.25  D 87.75  H 74
B1H- Finish Brunette  /  B19- Choose Custom Finish
Also available
B1H-145 / B19-145  McALPINE WOOD PANEL BED - QUEEN
W 69.25  D 87.75  H 68
B1H-147 / B19-147  McALPINE WOOD PANEL BED - CAL KING
W 85.25  D 91.5  H 74
Poplar solids, Walnut solids and veneers
B1H-223 Brunette Finish
FRASIER SERPENTINE NIGHTSTAND
W 38.25  D 19  H 32.25
Poplar solids, Walnut solids and veneers
Pewter finish hardware
Three soft-close drawers, USB outlet on back of case
Also available
B19-223 Choose Custom Finish

B1H-222 Brunette Finish
ANTONIA NIGHTSTAND
W 29.75  D 19  H 32.25
Poplar solids, Walnut solids and veneers
Open shelf at base, Pewter finish hardware
One soft-close drawer, USB outlet on back of case
Also available
B19-222 Choose Custom Finish

B1H-201 Brunette Finish
FRASIER SERPENTINE MASTER CHEST
W 56.25  D 20  H 44.25
Poplar solids, Walnut solids and veneers
Pewter finish hardware, four soft-close drawers
Also available
B1B-201 Greige Finish
B19-201 Choose Custom Finish

B1A-231 ROYCE MIRROR
Dia 48  D 2
Metal, mirror
Polished nickel finish metal frame with clear glass mirror
Available only as shown

B1H-205 Brunette Finish
FRASIER SERPENTINE DRESSER
W 70.25  D 20  H 38.25
Poplar solids, Walnut solids and veneers
Pewter finish hardware
Six soft-close drawers, jewelry tray in top drawer
Also available
B19-205 Choose Custom Finish
**Dining Room**

**B1H-301 Brunette Finish**  
MANNING RECTANGULAR DINING TABLE  
W 84  D 44  H 30.25  
Expands to 128” with two 22” leaves  
Poplar solids, Walnut solids and veneers  
Also available  
B19-301 Choose Custom Finish

**B1H-306 Brunette Finish**  
SANFORD 64" ROUND DINING TABLE  
Dia 64  H 30.25  
Poplar solids, Walnut solids and veneers  
Polished nickel finish metal accents  
Also available  
B1B-306 Greige Finish / B19-306 Choose Custom Finish  
Also available B1H- 307 Brunette Finish  
SANFORD 72" ROUND DINING TABLE  
Dia 72  H 30.25  
Also available B19-307 Choose Custom Finish  
Also available B1H-305 Brunette Finish  
SANFORD 54" ROUND DINING TABLE  
Dia 54  H 30.25  
Also available B19-305 Choose Custom Finish

**B1H-401 Brunette Finish**  
ADRIAN CREDENZA  
W 86.25  D 20  H 38.25  
Poplar solids, Walnut solids and veneers  
Pewter finish hardware  
Behind end doors are two adjustable shelves  
Behind two center doors are soft-close tray drawer with open storage and wire access above and below  
Also available  
B19-401 Choose Custom Finish

**B1H-405 Brunette Finish, Cameo Finish Doors**  
RUSSO CREDENZA  
W 84  D 18  H 34.25  
Poplar solids, Walnut solids and veneers  
Behind end doors are two adjustable shelves  
Behind two center doors are two adjustable shelves and wire access  
Touch-latch hardware  
Also available  
B1B-405 Greige Finish on case with White door fronts  
B19-405 Choose Custom Finish for case with Custom Paint Finish on door fronts
B1H-532 Brunette Finish
MARTEN DINING ARM CHAIR
W 25  D 27.5  H 38
Seat H 18.75 / Arm H 25
Fabric 71641L22 only as shown
Also available
B1B-532 Greige Finish and 71641L22 fabric
B19-532 Choose Custom Finish and fabric

B1H-531 Brunette Finish
MARTEN DINING SIDE CHAIR
W 21  D 26.25  H 38
Seat H 18.75
Fabric 71641L22 only as shown
Also available
B1B-531 Greige Finish and 71641L22 fabric
B19-531 Choose Custom Finish and fabric

B1H-551 Brunette Finish
MIRA DINING CHAIR
W 22.25  D 24.5  H 38
Seat H 19
Fabric 71641L22 only as shown
Also available
B1B-551 Greige Finish and 71641L22 fabric
B19-551 Choose Custom Finish and fabric
Occasional Tables

B1H-602 Brunette Finish
KIRKWOOD COCKTAIL TABLE
W 48  D 36  H 16.25
Poplar solids, Walnut solids and veneers
Polished nickel finish metal trim, open shelf at base
Also available
B1B-602 Greige Finish
B19-602 Choose Custom Finish

B1A-603
EVERETTE COCKTAIL TABLE
W 60  D 50  H 16.25
Metal, mirror
Polished nickel finish metal frame with lightly antiqued mirror inserts
Available only as shown

B1H-602 Brunette Finish, Cameo Finish Drawers
RUSSO DRAWER CHEST
W 34  D 18  H 30.25
Poplar solids, Walnut solids and veneers
Three soft-close drawers with push-latch hardware
Also available
B1B-705 Greige Finish on case with White drawer fronts
B19-705 Choose Custom Finish on case with Custom Paint Finish on drawer fronts

B1A-621 Brunette Finish
EMERSON CHAIRSIDE TABLE
W 24.75  D 26.75  H 25.25
Poplar solids, Walnut solids and veneers
Single soft-close drawer with Pewter finish hardware
open shelf at base
Also available
B19-621 Choose Custom Finish

B1A-622
VANCE ACCENT TABLE
Dia 20  H 24.25
Metal, stone
Polished nickel finish metal frame with Pulsar stone top
Available only as shown

B1H-625 Brunette Finish
HARKIN PULL UP TABLE
W 10  D 14  H 24.75
Walnut solids, metal
Polished nickel finish metal frame with Walnut top
Also available
B19-625 Choose Custom Finish
B1H-722 Brunette Finish
FOLSOM CONSOLE TABLE
W 54  D 14  H 34.25
Poplar solids, Walnut solids and veneers
Lightly antiqued mirror insert top
Polished nickel finish metal accents
Also available
B1B-722 Greige Finish
B19-722 Choose Custom Finish

B1H-721M Brunette Finish
WARNER CONSOLE TABLE WITH STONE TOP
W 76  D 19  H 36.25
Poplar solids, Walnut solids and veneers
Pulsar stone top
Four soft-close drawers, Open shelf at base
Also available
B19-721M Choose Custom Finish

B1H-761 Brunette Finish
ACADIA WRITING DESK
W 53.5  D 23.5  H 30.25
Poplar solids, Walnut solids and veneers
Three soft-close drawers, Pewter finish hardware
Also available
B1B-761 Greige Finish
B19-761 Choose Custom Finish
**Sofas**

LTD5281-2 JOSIE SOFA  
W 83.5  D 41.5  H 38.5

LTDS282-2 PLAZZA SOFA  
W 88  D 40.5  H 34

**Sectionals**

LTD5281 JOSIE SECTIONAL  
Shown: LTD5281-53 RAF Corner Sofa  
W 100  D 41.5  H 38.5 / Seat H 20 / Arm H 24.5  
LTD5281-42 LAF Sofa  
W 85  D 41.5  H 38.5 / Seat H 20 / Arm H 24.5  
Also available:  
LTD5281-43 LAF Corner Sofa  
W 100  D 41.5  H 38.5 / Seat H 20 / Arm H 24.5  
LTD5281-52 RAF Sofa  
W 85  D 41.5  H 38.5 / Seat H 20 / Arm H 24.5

Also available:  
LTD5281-62 LAF Loveseat  
W 60  D 41.5  H 38.5 / Seat H 20 / Arm H 24.5  
LTD5281-72 RAF Loveseat  
W 60  D 41.5  H 38.5 / Seat H 20 / Arm H 24.5  
LTD5281-81 LAF Chaise  
W 33  D 77  H 38.5 / Seat H 28.5 / Arm H 18.5  
LTD5281-91 RAF Chaise  
W 33  D 77  H 38.5 / Seat H 28.5 / Arm H 18.5  
LTD5281-92 Armless Sofa  
W 85  D 41.5  H 38.5 Seat H 19.5 / Arm H 26.5
Chairs

LTD5279-6 LOGAN CHAIR
W 32  D 40  H 42
Seat H 17.5

3546 CORONADO CHAIR
W 28  D 31.25  H 33.25
Seat H 18

LTD5280-6 ROOSEVELT
WING CHAIR
W 30.5  D 36  H 46.25
Seat H 20.5 / Arm H 26.75

Cullen Chairs

LTD5284-6 CULLEN CHAIR
W 36.5  D 39  H 35 / Seat H 18 / Arm H 25.5
Top Square P Arm
Swivel (-8) also available
Square Block leg also available

LTD5284-8 CULLEN SWIVEL CHAIR
W 34.5  D 39  H 35 / Seat H 18 / Arm H 25.5
Scoop Arm
Chair (-6) also available

LTD5284-6 CULLEN CHAIR
W 34.5  D 39  H 35 / Seat H 18 / Arm H 25.5
Track Arm
Swivel (-8) also available
Square Block leg also available

LTD5284-12 CULLEN OTTOMAN
W 28  D 22  H 17
Square Block leg also available

LTD5284-6 CULLEN CHAIR
W 36.5  D 39  H 35 / Seat H 18 / Arm H 25.5
Swivel (-8) also available
Square Block leg also available
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Brunette

The Brunette finish is a beautiful low sheen, mid-tone brown finish with over 18 steps developed to bring to life the Figured American Walnut veneers and emphasize the beauty of the natural wood grain. As an accent to Brunette, Cameo, a warm ivory finish, appears on the decorative drawer fronts of the Brunette finished Russo Drawer Chest and Russo Credenza, making them the perfect choice for high visibility areas where you need to make a statement.
The Greige finish, available on specific cases in Citation, is a warm gray tone achieved through multiple steps of finishing which still allows the beauty of the wood to show through. This softer color ties back to the custom fabrics in Citations as well as the decorative hardware. White, a cool, pure white finish, is used as an accent on the carved fronts of the Greige finished Russo Drawer Chest and Russo Credenza, creating a dramatic accents for any room.

Each piece of hardware in Citation was designed and shaped for the piece of furniture it is hand applied to. This level of detailed design elevates the collection the way bespoke jewelry makes a wardrobe sparkle. The custom designed hardware on the cases is a soft, low sheen pewter finish, the Citation hardware adds just the right amount of decorative statement to each piece.
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